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interlocking order 117–118, 138
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suffixing vs. prefixing 139–140
synthetic structures 111
morphological vs. syntactic structures 142–143
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Natural Semantic Metalanguage framework 40
nature vs. nurture 212–214, 217
negation 245
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neutralization 160, 161, 162, 282
nominative case 86
nomological explanations 246
noun phrases 98–100
number words 45–51
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monomorphemic and polymorphemic numerals 45–46, 134, 135, 282
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structure 45–50, 51
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effect of frequency 211–214
paradigmatic complexity see complexity
paradigmatic relations: definition 282
paradigmatic universals 14–15
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Performance-Grammar Correspondence Hypothesis 252
verb and adposition 253–255
verb and direct object 253
permissive explanations 246
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gender 42–43
morphological structure 43–44
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social factors 42
phonemes 151, 160, 161
phonographic writing systems 179
phonological categories 174–176
consonants 176
consonant-vowel inventories 175
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suprasegmentals 175
syllables 175
vowels 175
words 174–175
phonological deviance 150
phonological reduction 199, 258
phonological typology 149–176
choice of sound forms 156–157
allophony 158, 160, 161, 162
assimilation 158–163
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sound patterns 152–153
choice of sounds within syllables 156–157
syllabic consonants 156–157
choice of sounds within words 153–156
compounds 154
consonant harmony 153–154
sibilant harmony 153
vowel harmony 154–156
markedness relations 173–174
order of sounds 163–172
consonant–consonant order in syllables 166–172
consonant–vowel order in syllables 165–166
constraints 163–165
stress placement 172
temporal relations 172–173
see also sign languages; writing systems
phonotactic constraints 163–165, 282
phrases vs. words 144
pictograms 177, 282
plosives: definition 282
polymorphemic words 30, 113
definition 282
numerals 45–46, 49–50, 282
polysemous morphemes 113, 114, 116, 123–125
polysemy: definition 282
possessor 98–100, 282
possesum 98–100, 282
poverty of stimulus 270
precedence 91, 94–95, 96, 173
preferential use 231
prefixes 117, 129–140
prepositions 68, 175
probabilistic explanations 246
pronouns see personal pronouns; resumptive pronouns
proximization 251, 252–256
possessed noun and adposition 255
verb and adposition 253–255
verb and direct object 253
questions
in sign and spoken languages 187
in sign languages 186
reaction time 231
Redup Principle 180
recursion 270
reduplication 126–131
recurrent form properties 127–129
duplifixes 128
partial reduplication 127–129
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repetitions 128–129
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augmentation 129
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in sign and spoken languages 186
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relative clauses 70, 71, 72–75, 98, 231–236
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self-repairs 237–239
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iconicity 186
markedness relations 187
multiple levels of structure 186
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simultaneity 186
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spatial terms 214–219
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suffixes 117, 139–140
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suprasegmentals 118–119, 137, 139, 176
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syllabaries 180–181, 282
syllabic consonants 156–157
syllabicity hierarchy 157, 168
syllables 175
sounds within 156–157
symbolism 266, 267
synchrony 249–251
adjacency 250–251
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grammaticalization 249
harmonization 250
proximization 251
syncretism 124–125
syntactic categories 101–105
subject 101–104
syntactic typology 65–105
choice of word forms 67–69, 80–90
agreement 67–68, 69, 81, 82–86
case 68–69
government 68–69, 81, 82–86–90
choice of words 66–67, 69–80
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across sentence types 67
classifiers 75–80
resumptive pronouns 70–75
syntactic categories 101–105
word order 69, 90–101
correlations of linear order patterns 97–100, 101
frequencies of linear order patterns 91–97, 100, 101
see also morphological vs. syntactic structures
syntagmatic relations: definition 282
syntagmatic simplicity 54–55, 133–134
syntagmatic universals 14–15
syntax and phonology 269
taxonomy 27–28, 77, 263–264
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first-language acquisition 209
temporal relations 172–173
adjacency 91, 95–96, 172
precedence 91, 94–95, 96, 173
terminal devoicing 162
tetrachoric tables 12
to be see copula
tone languages 176
topicalization 84, 282
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umlaut 181
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implicational universals 11–16
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unrestricted universals 11–14
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unrestricted universals 11–13
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vowels 175
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interlocking order 91, 97
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